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Abstract

Numbers and strings are two objects manipulated by most programs.
Hashing has been well-studied for numbers and it has been e ective in
practice. In contrast, basic hashing issues for strings remain largely unexplored. In this paper, we identify and formulate the core hashing problem
for strings that we call substring hashing. Our main technical results are
highly ecient sequential/parallel (CRCW PRAM) Las Vegas type algorithms that determine a perfect hash function for substring hashing. For
example, given a binary string of length n, one of our algorithms nds a
perfect hash function in O(log n) time, O(n) work, and O(n) space; the
hash value for any substring can then be computed in O(log log n) time
using a single processor. Our approach relies on a novel use of the sux
tree of a string. In implementing our approach, we design optimal parallel algorithms for the problem of determining weighted ancestors on a
edge-weighted tree that may be of independent interest.

1 Introduction

Two primitive objects manipulated by almost all programs are integers1 and
strings. For instance, any database application typically manipulates both.
Whatever the object, a fundamental paradigm in computing is to develop a
ngerprint, by which we mean a succinct representation, for each object in a set
drawn from a large universe; the operations that we wish to support on the set
of objects can be equivalently implemented on the ngerprints. The advantage
is, of course, that concise ngerprints use less resources and o er more eciency.
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In this paper, we will de ne a hash function to be any function whose domain is
the set of objects under consideration and whose range is the set of ngerprints;
hash functions, therefore, implement ngerprint schemes. While hash functions
have been well-studied in applications that manipulate integers, several aspects
of hashing in equally prevalent string processing tasks remain unexplored. In
this paper, we identify a core ngerprint problem in string processing, describe
a novel hash function for these ngerprints and present two ecient algorithms
for computing this hash function.
Consider ngerprints for integers, which are most commonly used in the
following situation. Suppose we are given a set S of n integers from [1; N],
N  n, and we wish support lookup queries on S. If we have a function
f : S ! [1; R] such that f(x) = f(y) ) x = y, then we can use the f values
to address a table of size R and perform a lookup operation. The time taken is
dominated by the time needed to compute f. In our present nomenclature, the
integers [1; R] are the ngerprints for S, and f is a hash function. What makes
this scheme interesting is that we can eciently nd hash functions which can be
evaluated in constant time and where R = O(n). Perhaps the most well-known
scheme for this is due to Fredman, Komlos and Szemeredi [FKS84], but there
are a number of other schemes (eg., [CHM92]). Such hash functions, which
ensure ngerprint distinctness and which have R = O(n), are called perfect
hash functions. In practice, other hash functions are used which are trivial to
nd [K73]; however, they are imperfect hash functions since they may sometimes
allow collisions, that is, pairs x 6= y such that f(x) = f(y). The study of hash
functions has recognized crucial tradeo s, including the size of the ngerprints,
resources needed to generate the ngerprints (time, number of random bits,
etc.), and so on. There is a sophisticated theory of hash functions; it remains a
signi cant intellectual achievement with practical impact.
Consider, now, ngerprints for strings. In contrast to the existing theory of
hash functions for integers, hash functions for string processing remain relatively
unexplored. Karp and Rabin [KR87] initiated the study of hash functions for
strings by developing hash functions for the standard string matching problem2.
Their hash functions, however, are not perfect hash functions. Since their seminal work, these hash functions have been applied to a variety of string matching
problems [B93, R84, N91, AFM92]. Despite these developments, the principle
issues involved in hash functions for strings have yet to be addressed. While the
resource tradeo issues are common to both integer and string hashing, in this
paper we identify hashing issues which are unique to strings. It is these unique
issues which we speci cally address in this paper.
We see the contribution of this paper as two-fold. First, we identify the core
hashing problem for string processing and second, we provide general (that is,
parallel and when possible, deterministic) algorithmic solutions for the identi ed
problem. We also use our results to obtain simple and highly ecient Las Vegas
2 The standard string matching problem is that of nding all occurrences of a pattern string
of length m in a text string of length n.

sequential and parallel algorithms for several pattern matching problems e.g., in
all those where the imperfect hash function of [KR87] has been applied.
In Section 2 we discuss hashing relevant for strings and formulate the core
problem. There, we also describe our technical results. In Section 3 we present
our algorithms for the core hashing problem for strings. Finally, we list a number
of interesting open problems in Section 4.

2 Formulating hash functions for strings

Relevant ngerprints for string processing. What are the ngerprints we

can formulate that would have wide applicability for string processing? Drawing
from the analogy of ngerprints for integers, consider the problem where we are
given a set S of strings each of n characters3 . Once again, we would like a perfect
hash function, i.e. an f : S ! [1; O(jS j)] such that f(x) = f(y) ) x = y. We
will say that such an f gives us string ngerprints. While string ngerprints
are used in practical systems, e.g. in looking up reserved words in programming
languages, command words in operating systems etc., they are of limited theoretical interest since there is a trivial optimal deterministic algorithm to both
nd an f and to evaluate it4 . Additionally, they fall short of solving all but the
most trivial string processing problems. For example, using string ngerprints
to solve even the standard string matching problem yields an algorithm that
takes (nm) time (which is no better than the nave complexity).
By carefully looking at various string processing tasks, we have been able to
abstract the following primitive underlying all of them.
Primitive P1. We are given a string s[1    n] and a set S of explicitly speci ed
tuples hli ; rii, for some 1  li  ri  n, to preprocess. Then given a pair hl; ri,
determine an i (possibly some representative i's) such that s[l; r] = s[li ; ri]. That
is, we are given a set S representing substrings of string s, each given by a tuple
of its leftmost and rightmost index within s, and we wish to support lookup
queries on S.
In order to implement this primitive, we de ne substring ngerprints. Let
T (s) be the set fhli ; riij1  li < ri  ng for string s. We de ne a substring hash
function fs : T (s) ! [1; O(jT (s)j)] such that fs (hi; j i) = fs (hk; li) $ s[i; j] =
s[k; l]. Then fs (hk; li) is the ngerprint for the substring s[k; l].
Consider also the following closely related primitive.
Primitive P2. This is same as P1 except that S comprises all possible tuples
hli ; rii, for 1  li  ri  n. Furthermore, they are not speci ed explicitly;
therefore, the input is merely the string s and T (s) consists of all substrings of
s. Substring ngerprints are de ned for this case the same way as above.
The constraint that they be of the same length is merely for illustration.
Indeed it suces to construct a trie of the strings in S and uniquely number the leaves
in a one-to-one fashion with the distinct strings; the numbers assigned to the leaves are the
string ngerprints.
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Primitive P2 is more general than P1 because if we determine a fs for P2,
then we can subsequently apply integer hashing (that is, determine a perfect
hash function for the integer values fs 's) to get a substring hash function for P1.
Therefore, in this paper, we henceforth consider only substring hashing for P2.
Applicability of substring hashing. Substring hashing is universal in the
following sense. Consider solving any o -line string matching problem (that is
one in which the text(s) and pattern(s) are presented concurrently), as is usual,
in the comparison model. Any comparison made by an algorithm for such a
problem can be replaced by a constant number of substring hashing queries.
Therefore substring hashing can be used to simulate any algorithm for o -line
string matching that uses comparisons without loss of eciency in terms of the
number of substring hashing queries5 .
More interestingly, we can derive very simple algorithms directly using substring hashing for several string processing problems: these include standard
string matching, higher dimensional matching, multiple pattern matching, etc.
Known algorithms (especially the parallel ones) for these problems that do not
use substring hashing are substantially more involved. Also, substring ngerprints can be used as a subtask in practical string processing systems, eg., those
that rely on heuristics to e ectively solve the theoretically-hard problem of approximate dictionary matching [AGM+ 90]. Finally, substring ngerprints naturally allow parallelism since ngerprints for di erent substrings can be evaluated
and used in parallel.
In this paper, we apply substring hashing to obtain Las Vegas type algorithms
as stated below in more detail.
How integer, string and substring hashing di er: Integers can clearly be
hashed using string hashing by viewing each integer as a binary string (say, of
length b), that is, integer and string hashing are equivalent \bit" and \word"
model operations respectively. However, that yields integer hashing algorithms
slower than direct ones by a (b) factor. A similar relationship exists between
string and substring hashing since substrings are represented succintly by tuples. At rst glance, it may seem that substring hashing is the same as string
hashing since in both cases we are addressing the question of membership in
a set of strings. However, the crucial di erence is the succintness in referring
to substrings. In general l substrings represent strings of total length (ln).
Therefore, using string hashing routine for substring hashing leads to a (n)
factor blow up in the length of the representations of strings, and consequently,
an ecient algorithm for string hashing can be grossly inecient for substring
hashing.
? 
Our Results. Substring ngerprints of exactly optimal size, namely dlog n2 e
bits, can be determined in (n2 ) sequential time or parallel work6 . Clearly we
5 By introducing dynamism in the de nition of substring hashing, any on-line string matching problem (that is one in which portions of the text or pattern are presentedfor preprocessing)
can be solved by substring ngerprints as well. See Section 4.
6 This is done by determining, for each sux, its longest common pre x at each location

would like to nd a perfect hash function that can be computed more eciently
than this nave scheme, i.e., in o(n2 ), or preferably in O(n) sequential time or
parallel work. (Computing a perfect hash function needs (n) time since that
requires looking at each string position).
Our main results are ecient algorithms to compute a perfect hash function
for substring hashing. Some bounds may be obtained by using previously available techniques. In what follows, we summarize them together with our bounds
(Rand: Randomized; Det: Deterministic; Par: Parallel).
Ref

Preprocessing
Alg.
Space
Par. Work
[AI+ 88] Det
O(n1+ ) O( 1 n logn)
[SV94] Det
O(n1+ ) O( 1 n log n)
Here Det
O(n1+ ) O(n1+ )
[KR87] Rand
O(n)
O(n)
(imperfect)
Here Rand
O(n)
O(n)
(perfect)

Par. Time
O( 1 log n)
O( 1 log2 n)
O( 1 log n)
O(logn)
O(logn)

Query Time
O( 1 log n)
( 1 log n)
O( 1 )
O(1)
O(loglog n)

The bounds above are for a string drawn from a xed alphabet. Furthermore,
we have only listed the complexity of parallel algorithms. The sequential bounds
are omitted here although our bounds are signi cantly better than the existing
ones there as well. (Those bounds will be tabled in the nal version of this
paper). Here 0 <   1 is not necessarily xed. Also, our randomized algorithm
is of the Las Vegas type. In addition, the ngerprints we generate use at most
log(n2) bits which
?  is at most 2 bits more than the information-theoretic lower
bound of log n2 .
If alternate models for alphabet size is assumed, the bounds di er. For strings
over unbounded alphabet and if we consider only randomized algorithms, the
work for preprocessing becomes O(n log) where  is the number of distinct
symbols in the string; the time becomes O(log n log) and all other bounds
remain unchanged. If the strings are drawn from an alphabet 1    nk for some
constant k and we consider only deterministic algorithms, then work bounds
above get multiplied by O(loglog n) without change in any other parameter. In
what follows, we omit further discussion of these alternate models and consider
only the xed alphabet case.
Our results for substring hashing are obtained by developing parallel and
sequential algorithms for the problem of weighted ancestors on trees we introduce here. The weighted ancestors problem generalizes the well-studied levelancestors problem on trees [C87, D92, BV89]. Our algorithms for the weighted
ancestors problem may be of independent interest. Also, our algorithm relies on
constructing the sux tree of s.
in the original string, a task that takes (n) sequential time or (n) parallel work for each
sux [HM94, GP94, KMP77].

Now we present a concrete application for substring hashing. We can directly
apply our algorithms for perfect hash functions and derive Las Vegas algorithms
for several string matching problems, eg., those in [KR87, R84, N91, AFM92].
The algorithms we derive are suboptimal in both time and work by a O(log logn)
factor, but they are simple and of Las Vegas type. In contrast, the known
algorithms are, in general, either more complicated or of Monte Carlo type. In
what follows, we do not elaborate on this application; the bounds we obtain for
the various problems will be listed in the nal version.

3 Our Approach to Substring Hashing

One way to nd a perfect hash function is to use a provably good hash function
(not necessarily perfect) and to apply an ecient \checker" that detects collisions, that is, two unequal substrings that have the same ngerprint7 . While
the ngerprint functions of Karp and Rabin [KR87] can be directly used as a
good hash function for substring ngerprints, unfortunately there are no known
ecient checkers for these functions. An ecient checker is known [M93] for a
speci c application of [KR87], but ecient checkers in general remain elusive,
and therefore, they remain the bottleneck8 .
Our approach is structural and it uses the sux tree of the string. We give
a simple, yet novel, reduction of substring hashing to the problem of nding
weighted ancestors of nodes in the sux tree of the string, with appropriate
weights on each edge. The reduction and the precise de nition of this problem
follow.

The Weighted Ancestors Problem:
Preprocess: An n node rooted tree T with integer weights on edges in the
range 1 to n.

Weighted Ancestor Query: Given pair v; l, where v is a node in T and l is

an integer, return the highest node above v with (weighted) depth at least
l.

3.1 Reduction to Weighted Ancestors on Sux Trees

Consider a string s for which we wish to perform substring naming. Suppose we
want a substring naming function on s. Consider taking any substring s[x; y]
and tracing from the root of the sux tree of s with the characters of s[x; y].
Then, when we read the last such character, that is, s[y], we will be at some
node or edge in Ts . Further, if s[x; y] = s[i; j], then we will be at the same node
or edge in Ts by tracing with either s[x; y] or s[i; j]. Thus, the location read by
such a tracing procedure would seem a good ngerprint for substrings. To be
Throughoutthis section, we only consider strings over a xed-sizedalphabet for exposition.
In contrast, prefect hash functions for numbers successfully use this approach. There
trivially in O(n) time we can check if two numbers have been assigned the same ngerprint.
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more precise, assign a distinct integer to each node Ts . Then, we can specify a
node position by (v; 0), for node with number v. For an edge (v; u), we must
specify the number of u, as well as how far up the tree we are in the edge, so
once again, a pair (u; l) suces.
The question is, how do we eciently compute such a ngerprint. The direct
method of tracing from the root seems inecient. Instead, take the depth of
a node v in Ts to be the sum of the string lengths labeling the edges above v.
Now, give a pair hx; yi, we note that s[x; y] is a pre x of s[x; jsj]. In fact, it is
the pre x of length y ? x+1. We can quickly nd the leaf in Ts corresponding to
s[x; jsj], and now, we need the highest ancestor of this leaf which has (weighted)
depth at least y ? x + 1. Either this node yields the desired ngerprint, or its
parent edge does. We therefore have reduced the problem of computing substring
ngerprints to the weighted ancestors problem.

3.2 Finding Weighted Ancestors

We design several algorithms for this problem; amongst them one is the rst
known work-optimal algorithm for the problem, as well as the rst known sequential algorithm. Berkman and Vishkin [BV89], and Dietz [D92] considered
the version in which each edge has weight 1. This special case is called the levelancestor problem which has interesting applications of its own [C87]. Algorithms
in [BV89, D92] rely crucially on the unit-weight assumption (in generating tables
containing solutions to all small subproblems). For our more general scenario
where the weights on edges are arbitrary integers from 1    n, we develop alternate algorithms described below.
We will brie y sketch the sequential version of our two approaches to the
weighted ancestor problem while noting that they can be parallelized optimally
(details are deferred to the nal version).

3.2.1 Algorithm I

First, take an Euler Tour of T and annotate each node with its weighted depth.
The weighted ancestor of v at depth l is given by the nearest neighbor to the
right of v in the Euler Tour which has weighted depth no more than l. A
rst trivial algorithm would tabulate for each position in the Euler Tour all n2
possible queries (recall that there are up to n edges on a root-leaf path and that
no edge weight is greater than n). A re nement would build one table of size
n for the log n high bits of each possible query and another for the low bits.
That is, one table would store the answers to the queries where the integer is
n; 2n; : : :; W(v), for node v, where W(v) is the weighted depth of v. Another
could store the answers to queries of the form W(v) ? n; W(v) ? n+1; : : :; W(v).
Answering a query now consists of 2 jumps: one which goes to the nearest
neighbor with depth no greater than ndl=ne, and the second which completes
the jump to l. By extending this idea to multiple levels, we achieve a O(n1+ )
preprocessing algorithm which answers queries in O(1) time for some xed ,
0 <   1. We omit much of the details here.

Theorem 3.1 We can deterministically preprocess a tree in O(n1+ ) time and
space so each weighted ancestor query can be answered in O(1=) time, where
0 <   1. We can achieve optimal speedup for the preprocessing in O(logn)
time.

3.2.2 Algorithm II

A second approach is as follows. Let the weight of each node be the number of
its descendant leaves. As in [ST83], let a child be heavy if its weight is more than
half that of its parent. We now partition the tree into heavy paths. Notice that
no node has more than log n light ancestors. Now, each node determines its light
ancestors and puts them in a sorted list. If we start a query at a node, we can
perform a binary search within the light list { in O(log logn) time to determine
either which node or edge we should answer, or to localize the answer to a single
heavy path. Now our query is reduced the following: given a sorted list of k
integers in the range [1; kn] and given an integer l, nd the integers in the list
that bracket l. Of course, we can not a ord a binary search since this would give
us a O(log n) query time. Instead, notice that it suces to use a data structure
that solves the static predecessor problem on this list of numbers. That gives
a number of tradeo s for our problem based on those for the static predecessor
problem. For example, placing the elements of each list in a van Emde Boas
tree [vKZ77] allows such queries to be answered in O(log logn) time.
The upshot is that we get a O(n log n) preprocessing algorithm with O(loglog n)
time queries. To reduce the preprocessing, we can partition T into subtrees of
size (log n) which we collapse into nodes. Now the tree is of size (n= log n)
and our preprocessing from above on this tree becomes linear. If we land in a
collapsed node, we must search within the subtree for the true answer. However, since these trees are of logarithmic size, we can apply a straightforward
binary search within the heavy paths and still maintain a O(loglog n) query
time. Omitting details here, to sum,
Theorem 3.2 We can preprocess the tree in O(n) time and space with high
probability and answer any weighted ancestor query in O(log logn) deterministic
time. We can achieve optimal speedup for the preprocessing in O(log n) time.

3.2.3 Putting it together

We can combine the results of the two preceding subsections to get the following
for binary strings.

Theorem 3.3 We can determine a perfect hash function for substring hashing

1. deterministically in O(n1+ ) work and space and O( 1 log n) time following
which the hash function can be evaluated for any query substring in O( 1 )
time with a single processor.
2. in O(n) work, O(n) space, and O(logn) time by a Las Vegas algorithm
following which the hash function can be evaluated for any query substring
deterministically in O(log logn) time with a single processor.

Proof. We deterministically construct the sux tree for the given string in
O( n logn) work, O(n1+ ) space and O( 1 logn) time using the algorithm in [AI+ 88].
Then we apply Theorem 3.1. That gives 1 above. For 2, we apply the sux tree
construction algorithm in [FM96] together with Theorem 3.2.
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4 Discussion

In this paper, we have identi ed the core hashing problem in strings, namely
substring hashing, and we have presented the most ecient parallel (and as a
corollary, sequential) algorithms to compute a perfect hash function for them.
Applying those algorithms, we obtain simple Las Vegas type algorithms for several pattern matching algorithms. We believe we have only initiated a formal
study of hashing in strings and a number of other problems remain unexplored.
In what follows, we will list only two of them.

Dynamic Substring Hashing. If the given string changes between substring

ngerprint queries, we have the dynamic variant of substring hashing. Typical
modi cations to the string are the edit operations, namely character insertions,
deletions and substitutions. The following can be easily shown.
Theorem 4.1 Given a string of length n, a substring hash function can be computed in O(logn) time and O(n) work. Following this, the hash function can be
updated for any insertion, deletion or substitution in O(log n) time using a single
processor. The ngerprint for any substring can be computed in O(logn) time as
well using a single processor. Two distinct substrings have di erent ngerprints
with high probability.

We do not know of more eciently computable hash functions or any perfect
hash function for dynamic substring hashing, either sequentially or in parallel.
The simple scenario of dynamizing hash functions of [KR87] when only substitutions are allowed, can be thought of as the dynamic pre x summation problem
studied by Fredman and others (See e.g., [HF93]). Dynamic substring hashing
is of importance in on-line string processing problems, that is, those in which
portions of the text or the pattern are presented in batches, or on-line.

Subsequence Hashing. A very general hashing for strings is what we call subsequence hashing. Here we wish to design a hash function for every subsequence

(not necessarily a substring) of a given string. There are nontrivial complexity issues in formalizing even how subsequences are speci ed. Hash functions
for subsequences would be of importance in string processing tasks in Computational Biology. Finding eciently computable subsequence hash functions
remains open. 2
Furthermore, several interesting technical problems arise as a result of our
work. Besides the obvious problem of designing perfect hash functions which
can be evaluated in O(1) time after O(n) preprocessing, here is one.

Batched weighted ancestors query. Can we perform signi cantly better if
we batch queries. That is, consider f(n) simultaneous weighted ancestor queries
for some f(n). Can they be answered cumulatively in o(f(n) log log n) time while
still preserving O(n) time preprocessing sequentially? As it turns out, in pattern
matching applications, the batched versions (for suitable f(n)) suce.
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